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President’s Message
By Dorrie Mercurio

As one year ends and a new one begins, it’s hard not to be introspective about all the aspects of
our lives – both professionally and personally. 2016 was full of many big changes, celebrations
and heartaches. Like every year though, come January 1st after the confetti has been cleaned
up, we are left with nothing but the potential of a Clean Slate. I really love that word and all
that it entails: hope, opportunity, possibility and chance.
Looking back, last month we were privileged to have Christian Hagensen from ENERVEX speak on Boiler/Water
Heater Exhaust and Makeup for our Back to Basics Night. I was particularly interested in the venting of dryers in
multi-story applications, as this is something that has been coming up as more clients look for a clean looking
façade of their buildings and prefer to vent up through the roof. It was a very educational and practical
presentation and I hope he will visit us again.
Joe Fox, the chair of Resource Promotion Committee, passed out appreciation certificates to those who have made
contributions to the society. It is always important to take the time out to recognize our members who have
contributed to ASHRAE Resource Promotion. ASHRAE is a non-profit organization and it is these donations that
fund the opportunity for research, technical papers and learning institute.
Looking forward, we are fortunate to have the 2016-2017 ASHRAE President Tim Wentz speaking at the joint
Mechanical Contractors Association / American Society of Plumbing Engineers meeting on Wednesday, January
11th. Tim will be speaking about Zero Energy Buildings and Construction Strategies, the contractor and engineer
relationship and how BIM, prefab, CM’s and technology are influencing the way we have to change our approach to
today’s projects. This falls right in line with Tim’s overall message to ASHRAE of “Adapting Today to Shape
Tomorrow.” The things we can accomplish with the technology that is available today will directly impact where we
can take building design in the future. Such exciting possibilities!
Be sure to make an extra effort to get to the meeting for the cocktail session from 5:00 - 6:30pm. The MCA & ASPE
Boards have lined up several vendors for the attendees to meet with. There will also be chances to win prizes – and
who doesn’t love winning a prize?
Wishing everyone a healthy and happy New Year!
Dorrie
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Speaker:
Tim Wentz, P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, HBDP



2016-2017, President ASHRAE
Associate Professor, University of Nebraska – Lincoln.

Topic:

Zero Energy Buildings and Construction Strategies and the Contractor and Engineer
Relationship
How BIM, prefab, CMs and technology are influencing the way we have to change our
approach to todays projects.

Biography:
As ASHRAE’s president, Wentz chairs the Society’s Board of Directors and Executive Committee. His theme,
Adapt Today to Shape Tomorrow, is based on the goal in the Society’s Strategic Plan to adapt. Wentz relates
this goal to his personal history of moving from a slide rule in his early college days to a hand calculator and
now a computer or smartphone as an example of the challenges and opportunities inherent in adapting to new
technology.
“All of us have had to come face-to-face with the challenges of adaptation,” he said. “It’s in the power of
adapting that lives, organizations, and communities, are transformed. Our ability to shape tomorrow is borne
out of our willingness to adapt today. Together, we can create our future by adapting our resources,
investments and technology to shape a more sustainable world.”
The speech and a video of Wentz presenting the speech at the ASHRAE 2016 Annual Conference can be found
at www.ashrae.org/wentz.
Wentz was awarded a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering and a Master’s in Business
Administration from the University of Nebraska. Upon graduation, Wentz went to work for his family’s
mechanical contracting firm. As the fourth generation to join the firm, he had the opportunity to develop an
expertise in mechanical design, estimating and construction management. He spent 19 years in the industry,
working on a wide range of mechanical projects throughout the Midwest, including hospitals, nursing homes,
schools, factories and other large commercial enterprises.
Since entering academia, Wentz has received numerous awards and honors for his teaching and service to the
HVAC industry. He is the recipient of an Exceptional Service Award, a Distinguished Service Award, the E.K.
Campbell Award of Merit, a Region IX Regional Award of Merit, a Region IX Chapter President of the Year and
a Regional Energy Award.
The Mechanical Contractors Association of America (MCAA) has named Wentz their national “Educator of the
Year” on three occasions and in 2009 awarded him its highest honor, the Distinguished Service Award. He also
has received the Durham School of Architectural Engineering and Construction’s Outstanding Educator Award
and the College of Engineering’s Holling Award for outstanding teaching and mentoring.
Wentz previously served as president-elect, treasurer and two terms as vice president on the Board of Directors
and also as Region IX director and regional chair.
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December Meeting Recap:
Christian Hagensen
Vice President of Sales
ENERVEX

Topic:
Boiler / Water Heater Exhaust and Makeup

Held: December 6, 2016 at the Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel
Many thanks to Christian for presenting to the Chapter and covering our Back to Basics
night with regards to Boiler, Flues and Makeup Air.
PDH certificates will be emailed to those in attendance that signed in by Enervex.
The presentation was well received by all in attendance.

Christian Hagensen during his presentation at the December Dinner Meeting
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Date

October 4, 2016

November 1, 2016

December 6, 2016
Wednesday
January 11, 2017

February 7, 2017

March 7, 2017

April 4, 2017

April 27, 2017

May 2, 2017

June 2016
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Speaker

Topic

Theme

New and Innovative Ways to
Reduce HVAC Operating
Costs

Welcome Back

Basics of Seismic & Wind
Restraints for HVAC
Applications

Past President’s Night

Miller Chitty with Enervex

Boiler/Water Heater
Exhaust and Makeup

Back to Basics Night

Tim Wentz, P.E., Fellow
ASHRAE HBDP

Adapt to Shape Tomorrow

Joint Meeting With
NJ ASPE & NJ MCA

VRF in Cold Climates & VRF
Ventilation

Research Promotion
Night

Recent Trends in Laboratory
Exhaust

Membership & History
Night

Parking Garage Ventilation
Design

Student & YEA Night

Integration Control
Technology & Analytics for
Optimal Building
Performance

Webcast

Status of Refrigerant
Update

Installation of New
Officers & Refrigerant
Night

To Benefit ASHRAE
Research Promotion

-

Steve Kline
Baltimore Aircoil Company

Keith Miller
Samuel Tepp Associates

Ken Stanton

ASHRAE President

Joe Fox
Mitsubishi

Joe Thorndall
Greenheck

James Kish
SRS Enterprises

ASHRAE Free Webcast

TBD
Trane

Golf Outing
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Attendance/YEA
Chapter Chair: Spencer English

Hope everyone had a safe and happy New Year! See you in 2017!

Website
Chapter Chair: Dorrie Mercurio
Advertising opportunities are available on our website – please contact Dorrie with any questions –
dam@edg-ce.com. Discounts are available for ½ year pricing and special one-time announcements.
www.njashrae.com also has information regarding upcoming meetings, tours, and ASHRAE
opportunities. Check it out when you RSVP for our next meeting!
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OFFICERS
President
President-Elect
Treasurer
Secretary

Name
Dorrie Mercurio
Michele Contri
Eric Jabubik
Ryan Diaz

Attendance
X
X
X
Excused

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Name
Chris Phelan
Jim Sarno
Kent Silveria
Jim Rossetti
Brian Glynn
Scott Smith
Tyler Malm
Joe Fox
Spencer English

Attendance
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS/MISC
Chapter Grassroots Government Advocacy
Chapter Delegate, Honors & Awards,
Administrator, Auditing, Finance
Chapter Research Promotion
Chapter Alternate, Auditing, Finance
Chapter Tech Transfer Chair, Auditing, Special Events
Chapter Tech Transfer Chair
Chapter Membership Promotion, Administrator,
Auditing, Finance, Nominating
Chapter Membership Promotion
Chapter Auditing, Special Events
Chapter Homepage Editor, Webmaster, Electronic
Communications, Auditing
Chapter Publicity, Attendance
Chapter Student Activities, Finance
Chapter YEA Co-Chair, Finance
Chapter Auditing, Finance, Special
Chapter Events Historian
Chapter Refrigeration
Chapter Newsletter Editor
Chapter YEA Co-Chair

Name
Jeff Beeden
John Tellefsen

Attendance

Joe Fox
Kent Silveria
Jim Sarno
Tyler Malm
Scott Smith

X
X
X
X
X

David Kasemeyer
Chris Phelan
Dorrie Mercurio

X
X
X

Ryan Diaz
Jim Rossetti
Eric Jakubik
David Halko
Spencer English
Brian Glynn
Adele Glaser
Ryan Diaz

Excused
X
X
X
X
Excused

Dorrie Mercurio, President, called the November 1, 2016 Board of Governors Meeting of the New Jersey Chapter of
ASHRAE Board of Governors to order at 4:40 PM. Meeting was held at Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel in Iselin, NJ.
President’s Report; Dorrie Mercurio
Distributed meeting agenda
Old Business:
Review Nov meeting minutes.
Approved SS. Second by TM.
Budget Reviewed
Motion to accept CP. Second by DK.
Reach Employer Support Program
Anyone interested or knows of a firm, let Dorrie know.
New business
Chapter Regional Conference (CRC) NJ Aug 16-18 2018:
Chris Phelan reported pricing in progress with Jersey City Hyatt and also the Westin as a fallback
but Hyatt is a nice venue.
The one major event (President’s Dinner) could be held at the Hyatt.
Will also need to identify an activity at night after the dinner. To be determined.
Hopeful to have contracts available for next meeting for review.
Looking for additional volunteers
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Mid-Atlantic Mechanical Sheet Metal Shop Tour Opportunity:
Being arranged by Michelle Contri
Aiming for mid-month in April, maybe a Wednesday. Date to be determined.
Shop is located in Millstone off of Route 33
IAQ Meeting Visit:
Dorrie attended their recent meeting.
IAQ chapter holds four meetings per year and last from 530pm to 1000pm
Nineteen people attended the meeting.
Discussion potential for a joint meeting next year. To be determined
Banking Updates:
Michelle Contri to check with chapter’s accountant on which address to use for chapter bank account.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
CTTC & Programs; Jim Sarno & Tyler Malm
Tyler coordinating speaker for May 2 meeting.
Chris Phelan coordinating ASHRAE President’s arrival and speaking engagement for Joint MCA, ASPE and ASHRAE
meeting.
Michelle to make an announcement at the meeting reminding folks that the January meeting is NOT at the Renaissance
Hotel.
Otherwise, all going well so far this year.
Refrigeration; Brian Glynn
Currently reaching out to potential sites to do Refrigeration Tour
Membership; Dave Kasemeyer
Dave Kasemeyer review his work on reaching out to former members whose memberships had lapsed
Student Activities; Jim Rossetti
Discussed the ASHRAE scholarship opportunities for Four Year college level and also for High School and Associates level
scholarships.
Jim to bring in scholarship pamphlets for distribution at next meeting and write up a blurb for the Thermogram.
Information also available at the ASHRAE website.
Jim to speak about scholarship opportunities before meeting tonight.
OPEN DISCUSSION:
Motion to adjourn the meeting made by JS, seconded by KS; passed without dissent. The meeting ended at 5:20 pm.
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Overview of New Classes of Refrigerants Offered at ASHRAE 2017 Winter Conference

ATLANTA – More than 160 refrigerants are maintained under ASHRAE’s refrigerant classification standard, and that list
continues to grow as the industry’s need for new refrigerants increases.
A review of the new classes of lower global-warming potential (GWP) refrigerants within the context of legacy
refrigerants and the forces that drive the development of new refrigerants is the focus of a new educational course from
ASHRAE Learning Institute (ALI).
The course is being introduced at the ASHRAE 2017 Winter Conference, Jan. 28-Feb. 1, at Caesars Palace, Las
Vegas, with ASHRAE co-sponsored AHR Expo being held Jan. 30-Feb. 1 at the Las Vegas Convention Center.
“ASHRAE-Classified Refrigerants to Meet Society’s Changing Needs” takes place Jan. 29. It is offered by ALI as one of
20 courses at the Conference. For more information or to register, visit www.ashrae.org/lasvegascourses.
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 34, Designation and Safety Classification of Refrigerants, maintains a list of refrigerants with a
standardized system of assigned refrigerant numbers and well-defined safety classifications, including toxicity and
flammability ratings. This ever growing list of refrigerants currently includes 161 chemicals and chemical blends that
have been proposed for use as refrigerants.

“There has long been use of flammable and toxic materials
as refrigerants, such as propane and ammonia, but their
use has been restricted to appropriately designed industrial
systems, as prescribed in ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 15,
Safety Standard for Refrigeration Systems, and other safe
use guidelines,” Thomas Leck, Ph.D., course instructor, said. “Currently, concern about global climate change is driving
the cooling industry to consider new classes of chemicals to
be used as refrigerants. With the new chemicals are new
safety classifications for flammability, including ‘Class 2L.’”
Leck is a chemist who spent the majority of his working
career with the DuPont and Chemours companies.

The course explains how the changing needs of society are
creating requirements for new refrigerants to be developed and used. The course also explains the new safety
classifications that are being proposed and some of the ramifications of these new classifications.
“The refrigerant industry, more than any other industries, has been driven by changing needs and understanding of
environmental and product safety issues,” Leck said. “Parties who are passionate about issues such as stratospheric
ozone protection and global climate change have influenced manufacturers and regulators to create new products and
new regulations around properties of refrigerants and how those refrigerants can be used. Sometimes there are
consequences and compromises that must be considered. This short course attempts to explain some of these issues
and how the resulting changes impact the cooling industry and people who work in this industry.”
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ASHRAE Announces Topics for New Building Performance Analysis Conference
ATLANTA – ASHRAE has announced the topics and a call for presenters
for its new Building Performance Analysis Conference, formerly known as
the ASHRAE Energy Modeling Conference.
This year’s conference addresses energy modeling, the core topic of the
past four conferences, and expanded subject matter which now
encompasses non-energy building performance analysis and simulation
and those professionals responsible for that work. The conference program
addresses the needs of designers and modelers.

“This conference engages the design aspect of modeling and simulation,”
Dennis Knight, conference chair, said. “The conference topics address the
work of HVAC engineers, architects and other building design professionals
who rely on simulation and modeling tools to perform their day-to-day work
and meet their standard of care.”
The 2017 ASHRAE Building Performance Analysis Conference takes place Sept. 27-29, 2017, in Atlanta, Ga. A
call for presenters is now open for presentations that address the following conference topics:










Modeling for and during the design phase (includes thermal comfort, visual comfort, water, and health, safety
and welfare)
Early design modeling and concepts
Modeling innovative or new technologies
Existing building modeling
Model validation and calibration
Data visualization
Future trends in modeling
Making the business case for modeling

Presentation proposals are due March 13, 2017, and decisions will be announced April 3, 2017.
“The conference’s goal is to serve practitioners with the most up-to-date best practices, work flows and processes
required to plan, design, construct and operate high performing, low energy consuming, environmentally
responsive and responsible, safe, secure and healthy buildings for human occupancy,” Knight said.

The conference program will include keynote speakers, invited speaker sessions, other program types and
presentations and the ASHRAE LowDown Showdown modeling competition.
For more information or to submit a presentation proposal, visit www.ashrae.org/BuildPerform2017.
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Non-US Government Affairs Activities
Future of Comprehensive Energy Bill Appears Dim
Congress returned to Washington after the election for a brief lame-duck session. Their
main task is the short-term continuing resolution to finance the federal government that
will likely send the budget debate to March. It is unclear how Congress will commit funds to
the address the drinking water crisis in Flint, Michigan. Additionally, hope of passing a
comprehensive energy bill sponsored by Senators Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) and Maria
Cantwell (D-WA) appears dim. According to a joint statement issued by the two Senators,
they have responded to the House version of the bill "with a new offer that restores a host of
provisions that the House was prepared to drop — including those related to [liquefied
natural gas] exports, sportsmen's, the Land & Water Conservation Fund, hydropower, natural gas pipelines, manufacturing,
innovation, carbon benefits of biomass, and critical minerals. We also remain hopeful that an agreement can be reached on
provisions to address California's drought crisis, to remedy wildfire funding challenges, and to improve forest
management." Speaker Ryan's office stated late Wednesday afternoon that the bill will not move forward in this session since
the two Chambers were unable to resolve the differences between the House and Senate versions of the bill.

US DOE Withdraws Rules on Commercial Packaged Boilers
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is withdrawing its final rule to amend its test procedure
for commercial packaged boilers which published in the Federal Register on Thursday,
November 10, 2016. The final rule published on November 10, 2016 contained errors.
Therefore, DOE is withdrawing the final rule in its entirety and will republish the final rule
amending its test procedure for commercial packaged boilers. Among other amendments, the
final rule incorporates by reference certain sections of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI)/Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) Standard
1500, "2015 Standard for Performance Rating of Commercial Space Heating Boilers," provides
an optional field test for commercial packaged boilers with rated input greater than 5,000,000
Btu/h, and modifies the inlet water temperatures during tests of hot water commercial
packaged boilers. Because the November 10, 2016, rule contained errors, DOE is withdrawing the final rule in its entirety
and will republish the final rule amending its test procedure for commercial packaged boilers. Inquiries should be sent to
Mr. James Raba, U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, Building Technologies
Office, EE-5B, 1000 Independence Avenue SW., Washington, DC 20585-0121. Telephone: (202) 586-8654.
Email: ApplianceStandardsQuestions@ee.doe.gov.

US DOE Proposes Regulations for Grid Security
The US Environmental Protection Agency has submitted rules for consideration that gives states an optional path
forward, despite a US Supreme Court ruling that put on hold implementation of the Clean Power Plan. While the Supreme
Court did stop the plan from going forward pending further judicial review, 12 states are moving forward with
implementation and have asked the EPA for guidance. For more information, click here.

DOE Finalizes Energy-Efficiency Standards for Ceiling Fans
The U.S. Department of Energy has finalized new standards for ceiling fan energy efficiency. DOE
says the new standards will reduce the energy use of ceiling fans by about 26%, resulting in
national savings of about 200 billion kWh of energy over 30 years. DOE estimates that the
purchase price of residential ceiling fans will increase by only about $11 with the new standards
and that the additional cost will be covered by energy bill savings in less than two years. Learn
More >>

DOE Extends Public Comment Period on Proposed Residential Furnace Rules
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) announces the reopening of the public
comment period for submitting comments and data on the NOPR or any other
aspect of the rulemaking for residential furnaces. Originally published as a
supplemental notice of proposed rulemaking (SNOPR) and announcement of
public meeting pertaining to proposed energy conservation standards for
residential furnaces in the Federal Register, the notice provided an opportunity
for submitting written comments, data, and information by November 22, 2016.
The comment period has now been reopened until January 6, 2017. Learn more
about this extension and how to file comments.
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CGAC Regionnal and Chapter Activities
State of Utah Issues Notice of Permanent Rule Making on Energy Management and Indoor Air
Quality
The Utah State Bulletin, published on December 1, 2016, has issued a notice of permanent rule making for Administrative
Services, Facilities Construction and Management in that state. The proposed additions and changes to a rule already
enacted include references to the governing sections of the Utah Code, changed or clarified definitions, updated deadlines
for reporting and filing requests, and additional detailed requirements related to the operation and maintenance of stateowned facilities. The rule, found here on Bill Track 50 pages 12-17 (Bulletin: pages 6-11).
In particular on pages 16-17, there are specific references to ASHRAE, HVAC and Refrigeration, Indoor Air Quality and
Energy Management, and analysis of energy usage.
The full text of this rule may be inspected during regular business hours at the Office of Administrative Rules or at:
Administrative Services
Facilities Construction and Management
Room 4110 State Office Building
450 North State Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-1201
Questions regarding this rule should be directed to:
Alan Bachman by phone at 801-538-3105, by FAX at 801-538-3313, or by Internet E-mail at abachman@utah.gov
Jeff Reddoor by phone at 801-971-9830, or by Internet E-mail at jreddoor@utah.gov
Simone Rudas by phone at 801-538-3240, or by Internet E-mail at srudas@utah.gov
Interested persons may present their views on this rule by submitting written comments no later than 5:00 pm on
Tuesday, January 3, 2017. This rule may become effective on January 10, 2017.

State of Virginia Proposed Issues Notice of Rule Change for Virginia Board of Asbestos, Lead,
and Home Inspectors
The Virginia Register of Regulations, published on November 28, 2016, gives notice of permanent rule
making which has been fast tracked. This amendment, which concerns public participation guidelines for
the Virginia Board for Asbestos, Lead, and Home Inspectors, is to provide clarity and conformity to the
Administrative Process Act. The amendment provides that interested persons may be accompanied by
and represented by counsel or other representatives when presenting their views in the promulgation of
any regulatory action. Click here to view the rule.
The current Public Participation Guidelines state that: "In considering any nonemergency, nonexempt
regulatory action, the agency shall afford interested persons an opportunity to submit data, views, and
arguments, either orally or in writing, to the agency." The Board proposes to append "and (ii) be
accompanied by and represented by counsel or other representative."
The public may comment on this rule until December 28, 2016 with the effective date being January 12, 2017. Comments
should be submitted to Trisha Henshaw, Executive Director, Virginia Board for Asbestos, Lead, and Home Inspectors,
9960 Mayland Drive, Suite 400, Richmond, VA 23233, telephone (804) 367-8595, FAX (866) 350-5354, or
email alhi@dpor.virginia.gov.

Pittsburg Ordinance Requires Public Reporting of Building Energy Efficiency, Water Use
Mayor Bill Peduto recently signed a new ordinance that requires nonresidential buildings of 50,000
square feet or more in Pittsburgh to share their energy and water use data with the city. The
benchmarking ordinance encourages building operators to use the federal Energy Star program's
Portfolio Manager software. The mandatory ordinance builds on a voluntary effort by the city's downtown
district, with a goal of cutting building energy use in half within the next 14 years. Click on this hyperlink
for more on Pittsburgh's Ordinance that requires public reporting of building energy
efficiency and water use .
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Portland May Require Energy Audits for Houses Being Sold
An ordinance being considered by the Portland, Ore., city council would mandate
that home sellers provide potential buyers with data on their homes' energy use.
The measure would require each seller to have their home scored on a 1 to 10
scale, as well as disclose its estimated annual energy use and estimated cost. The
city also may post the scores publicly online. If approved, the measure would
become effective in 2018. The goal, said Mayor Charlie Hales, is to give home
buyers a way to compare properties' energy use and to better gauge the entire cost of
owning a given home. Learn More >>
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NEBHX 2017

Exciting New Conference Program,
Best Concentration of Biomass Thermal Suppliers in One Expo Hall
From April 25-27, 2017, the Northeast Biomass Heating Conference & Expo (NEBHX) will draw hundreds
of industry professionals and exhibitors from the U.S. and Canada to Burlington, VT to attend North
America’s leading biomass thermal energy event.
The Conference offers tracks that appeal to key audiences, such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Project Developers and ESCOs
Facility Managers, Engineers, and Architects
Fuel Manufacturers, Equipment Manufacturers, and Supply Chain
Policy Influencers and Implementers including NGOs, state/federal agency and legislative staff
Marketing and Business Development Professionals

The technical and project development track will offer insight and debate on current and emerging fuel
and equipment technologies.
The policy track will provide a roundup of state, federal, and international biomass policies and a look at
the policy innovations taking shape in the Northeast and other regions.
The business development track will provide information on selling biomass thermal energy to
customers, financing projects, and conducting feasibility studies.
The Expo is the ideal place for engineers, architects, builders, and facility managers to see the
opportunities for biomass thermal heating in their facilities, and communicate one-on-one with
manufacturers and providers to see what technology best fits their needs.
A bus tour and educational workshops, some with continuing education credit opportunities, are
scheduled for April 25. This will be followed by an evening sneak peek of the expo hall before the official
opening on April 26.
NEBHX is hosted by the Biomass Thermal Energy Council, and will be held at the Sheraton Hotel and
Conference Center in Burlington, VT, April 25-27, 2017.
For more information and to register, visit www.nebiomassheat.com.
________________________________________________________________________________
The Biomass Thermal Energy Council (BTEC), the national industry trade
association for biomass thermal energy and combined heat and power. Based
in Washington, DC, BTEC lobbies for biomass-friendly policies and works to
develop technical and regulatory standards to expand biomass thermal energy
markets. BTEC’s members include businesses, non-profits, universities, and government organizations
with an interest in advancing biomass thermal as a mainstream renewable energy source. To find out
more about BTEC, visit www.biomassthermal.org.
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Advertising Rates
Newsletter Ad Includes:
 Business Card ad in 3 Newsletters (next newsletter is January), will be published the end of the
month)
COST: $75
Website Ad Includes:
 Business card ad on website for 1 year (starts month payment and business card are received)
 Link to your website
COST: $300
Newsletter and Website Includes:
 Business card ad in newsletters through June 2016
 Business card ad on website for 1 year
 Link to your website
COST: $350

